1. With a fishing lure attached allow a leader according to the species desired.
2. Attach the Torpedo Diver 12” below the Fixed Slider Snap Swivel and attach to the line by sliding it through the Dropper Loop Knot (see diagram). See diagrams for the line placement when using the Church Clip or OR16 Clip.
3. Let out the amount of line to depth according to the chart. See website for other depth charts.
4. Place fishing rod in a rod holder.
5. When reeling in spin out the Fixed Slider or unclip the clip attached to the Torpedo Diver and continue to reel in your catch.

DO NOT drill any holes in the Torpedo Diver to add hooks. Drilling a hole and attaching a hook can be very dangerous.
When fishing strong game fish DO NOT run a lead less than 30'. In both cases if the fish self releases close to the boat the energy loaded into the line could cause the Torpedo Diver to fly into the angler.

Visit our website to see Captain's videos and other information on how to maximize your Torpedo Diver success.

www.torpedodivers.com